Negative staining is an effective method that can be used for electron microscopic study to observe fine structural morphology without destruction of bacterial structure. Although uranium acetate is used worldwide as a general dyeing solution, it is extremely difficult to use it by a new purchase at a research institution because it falls under the nuclear regulation substance in Japan. Therefore, we examined alternative reagents for negative staining that could replace uranium acetate through bacterial observation with an electron microscope. Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Staphylococcus aureus, and Streptococcus pyogenes were examined by four stain reagents (phosphotungstic acid (PTA), EMstainer, TI blue, and uranium acetate). Pre cultured bacteria were stained with each stain reagents on a copper grid, washed with PBS, and observed with a transmission electron microscope. In the comparison between bacterial structures, the cell wall structure and bacterial flagella could be observed well in the order of PTA, EMstainer, and uranium acetate. With TI blue staining, flagella could be observed very poorly. In comparison between bacteria, gram negative bacteria such as Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas aeruginosa, could be observed well as compared with gram positive cocci such as Staphylococcus aureus and Streptococcus pyogenes. The uranium acetate looked very coarse in background particles. Since crystals tend to precipitate, TI blue also required filtering, and electron beams were absorbed by the agglomerated crystals, and the frequency of electronic burning occurred high frequency. In this study, there was clear difference in the observation conditions depending on the type of bacteria and the kind of the staining reagents. Especially, it was confirmed that good negative staining features of Pseudomonas aeruginosa by electron microscope were obtained by PTA and EMstainer staining. These alternative reagents are considered to be a candidate for a negative staining.
Introduction
Bacteriological investigation categorizes morphological and functional observation, respectively. In the morphological observation, there is an observation with an optical microscope and an electron microscope. Usually, it is necessary to fix the cells in order not to change the structure of the cells either by optical microscope or electron microscope. However, with this fixed operation, the cell structure may be changed, which may indicate another form. In order to minimize the change of features, there is a negative staining method [1] . Although this method cannot observe the internal structure of cells by ultrathin sections, it is possible to observe the surface structure of flagella and cells with the closest conditions to the shape of living cells [2] [3] .
In the electron microscope staining method that also includes negative staining, it is common worldwide to use uranium acetate [4] [5] . Since it is extremely difficult to purchase new uranium acetate at a research institution because it falls under the nuclear regulation substance in Japan, it is preferable to use other reagents instead of uranium acetate for electron microscopy. In the electron microscope reagent, TI blue (formerly Pt-blue) and EMstainer are commercially available in Japan. These reagents were developed in Japan, respectively [6] . Although TI blue and EMstainer may be derived from platinum and gadolinium, respectively, detailed information on the product details has been disclosed precisely. Although these reagents are considered useful for observing ultrathin sections, there are few reports reported for negative staining [7] . Furthermore, little study of negative staining using these staining solutions for bacteria has been made [8] [9] . As an alternative dyeing solution optimal for negative staining has not been established yet, establishment of a staining reagent for electron microscope except uranyl acetate is desired.
In this study, we evaluated the effectiveness of negative staining on bacterial observation using phosphotungstate acid (PTA), EMstainer, TI blue, and uranium acetate. 
Material and Methods

Bacteria and Reagents
Negative Staining Procedure
A fresh bacterial colony was cultured overnight on TSAII sheep blood agar (Nihon Becton Dickinson, Tokyo, Japan) at 37˚C. The bacterial cell was centrifuged and suspended in 1 mL of PBS (pH 7.0.).
This mixture (50 μL) was placed on a sheet of parafilm, and 400-mesh formvar-carbon-coated copper grid F-400 (Nisshin EM, Tokyo, Japan) was floated for 30 seconds on the drops. After the grid was rinsed on drops of PBS, the parts of the needless specimen was wiped. Then, the grid was staining immediately with drop of PTA, uranyl acetate, EMstainer, TI blue for 30 seconds, respectively. It was drawn off from the edge of the grid with filter paper. The grid was directly placed into grid box and was allowed it air-dry for several minutes before observation. The copper grid F-400 was placed on a regular holder and imaged on a JEM-1011J microscope (JEOL Ltd, Tokyo, Japan) operated at 80 kV. Images were recorded on a Bio Scan Camera (GatanCCD camera) (Roper Technologies, Inc., Sarasota, FL 34240, USA). Ten fields for each sample were randomly photographed.
Result
Gram negative bacteria (E. coli and P. aeruginosa) and Gram positive bacteria (S. aureus and S. pyogenes) were examined by negative staining. These bacteria were representative microorganisms of high importance both morphologically and clinically microbiologically. Four staining reagents (PTA, EMstainer, TI blue, and uranium acetate,) were used.
The structures of the cell wall and flagellation were better in order of PTA, EMstainer, uranium acetate. In EMstainer staining, it appeared clearly at a concentration of 0.4%. The number of flagellum with use of EMstainer were highest visible among four staining reagents. TI blue had to be filtered before dying, it was impossible to observe because crystals were precipitated. Also, the outline of the surface of the bacteria blurred, and it looked ambiguous. It was totally invisible as a whole on the internal structure. In TI blue staining, aggregation was likely to occur, electron beams were absorbed by this aggregate, and electron beam burning occurred frequently. The background particles appeared very rough in uranium acetate. With TI blue staining, the surroundings of the bacteria and the surface of the background were whitened out.
In E. coli, flagellum could not be confirmed in TI blue (Figure 1) . In P. aeruginosa, flagellum was not also clearly visible in TI blue (Figure 2 ). The structure in the flagella was most clearly visible in PTA. In the PTA, the cell wall inside the bacteria was seen most clearly. In S. aureus, the contour of the surface was cell was not clearly visible in uranium acetate and TI blue. Also, with uranium acetate, the bacterial body was rapidly broken compared with other staining.
EMstainer and uranium acetate showed fine particles in the background. The size of bacterial cell was shrinking in TI blue. In S. pyogenes, the contours of the surface were blurred and appeared vague in uranium acetate and TI blue ( Figure   4 ). Septal wall between the bacteria was seen with PTA. In EMstainer, a lot of fine particles were seen in the background. In comparison between bacteria,
Gram negative bacteria such as, E. coli and P. aeruginosa could be observed better as compared with Gram positive cocci such as S. aureus and S. pyogrnes. With TI blue staining, flagella could not be observed very clearly in both E. coli and P. aeruginosa.
Discussion
Negative staining is a simple and rapid method to study the morphology and the structure of particulates specimens. It allows the determination of shapes at the molecular level with high-resolution electron [1] . The negative staining method is based on the principle that there is no reaction between the staining reagents and the samples. On drying, the electron-dense metal atoms envelop the samples. The differences between the samples and the surrounding heavy metal atoms with respect to their density produce the necessary contrast. The sample appears to be light surrounded by a dark background of dried stain. The electron beam passes the low electron density of the samples, but not through the metallic background. The structure is inferred from the distribution that the sample Usually optical microscope analysis is convenient for bacterial investigation.
In the optical microscope observation, only the spherical or rod-shapes are confirmed. If the objective bacteria are small growing, they cannot be seen. Thus, the additional time for culturing time is needed. Direct electron microscopy based on negative staining is the most rapid method for the examination and the identification of bacteria [4] . Treatment and prognosis of cases depend on the rapid and correct bacterial diagnosis. This is possible with direct electron microscopy because bacteria cell have characteristic morphologies; that is, shape, size, and ultrastructure. However, within a group, individual bacteria are difficult Journal of Biosciences and Medicines to differentiate on the basis of appearance alone. Direct electron microscopy can be accomplished within minutes or hours. It can visualize any bacteria type present, and previous knowledge of the type of bacteria is not necessary. From this point, electron microscope observation may be superior to the optical microscope observation with respect to bacterial analysis.
Our study demonstrated that P. aeruginosa was easily visible. It may be related to the chemical interaction between cell surface structure and secretion and negative staining solution. In fact, unlike E. coli, S. aureus and S. pyogenes, P. aeruginosa secretes a large amount of mucin outside the cells [5] . This mucin may be useful for establishing contrast with the staining solution.
Uranyl acetate and PTA are the most commonly used negative staining.
Uranyl acetate acts as a fixative at the pH it is used for negative staining [10] . It stabilizes lipids and minimizes the deleterious effect of drying on cells organelles [11] . Effects of various negative staining on cell wall morphology of gram-negative bacteria indicate that in 2% uranyl acetate, the cell surface is mostly smooth and there is little stain penetration into the cell wall [5] . Thus we also conducted this experiment under these previous conditions.
Unlike uranyl acetate, PTA does not have affixation effect and may favor the dissociation of the quaternary protein structure into smaller units [2] . It lacks a stabilizing effect on membranes and mitochondria and may damage them. It shows relatively low negative contrast compared with that generated by uranyl acetate [11] . However, observation of bacteria does not take a long time and is not fixed by PTA. As there is no denaturation of bacterial cells, there is an advantage that it can be observed as it is.
TI blue is a general term for a polymeric compound of deep blue, green, or purple in which Pt is coordinate with amide groups. It is an aqueous solution prepared from the reaction of cis-Pt and thymidine [12] . In the previous study, researchers evaluated the effect of TIblue as a flagellum from E. coli stained with TI blue showed that TIblue is potentially useful in negative staining situations [8] . However, in our study, it was very difficult to adjust the conditions of use of TI blue, and bacterial flagella could not be seen clearly with TI blue staining.
The injury by the electron beam in the white part inside the bacteria was easily occurred with use of EMstainer and TI blue by negative staining. Adjusting the concentration is important because the white part increases as the dyeing density increases. As, TI blue also required filtering because crystals tend to precipitate.
Electron beams were absorbed by the agglomerated crystals, and the frequency of electronic burning in the observation field of view was high. Frequent washing after staining was essential for EMstainer and TI blue. Especially, TI blue seemed to be less likely to become the first selective reagent for negative staining as ready-made products due to condition setting and resolution instability.
In this study, there was a clear difference in the observation state depending on the type of bacteria and the kind of the staining solution. Especially, it was confirmed that good negative staining features of P. aeruginosa by electron 
